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On an //-Estimate of Resolvents
of Markov Processes
By
Masatoshi FUKUSHIMA*

§ 1.

Introduction

be a measure space and Lp = Lp(X',m)

Let (X,^B,in)

Z/-space with norm ||

||p.

2

I/ -inner product is denoted by (

be the real
,

).

The

notation Q will always means a bilinear form defined on 3)\Q~\
S) [<£?] being a linear subspace of ZA

For A^O and /eL2,

(i)

We put for

^>0

denote by Rif a solution u of the next equation:

&(«,») = (/,»)

*>£&[€].

Our aim is to give an a priori estimate of Rjf under the next two
conditions on the form G:
and &^>0, then v= (u — k) + ^2)[G~\ and

(S. a)

If u^3)[_G~\

(G. b)

There exist A 0 ^0 and p0^>2 such that

G(v,v)

(2)
for some constant

Theorem 1.
(£.a)

(3)

Suppose a bilinear form £ satisfies the conditions

and (£.b), ^«i for p>—

pQ —

||l?o/IU^Cl||/||p + C,||12o/

-where Ci(>0) £m£/ C2(^0) ar^ constants depending only on 7i0, />0, C
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and p.

Moreover C2 vanishes when /i0 = 0 and

If a bilinear form Q is non-negative definite in the sense that G(u,
, US=L3)\_Q~\, then the solution u of (1) with A>0 is unique and
satisfies MsS^"1!!/!^
Corollary.

Hence we have

Suppose a non-negative definite bilinear form S sat-

isfies (£.a) and (£.b), then for A>0 and

Po-2

(4)
where QOO) <Z7^ C 2 (^0) depend only on /t 0 , />„, C, A and p.
Cz vanishes when
G. Stampacchia [7] obtained an estimate very close to (3) when X
is a bounded open set D of jRn, m is the Lebesgue measure and Q is
related to the elliptic differential operator £] - \aa
(5)

5(«,,)=S f 9"(')

t.j=ijD

dxt

9^^)

dxj

(J)

+£
f ^(x)i|^It,(
*=i J^>
9
2
with 5)[<f]=Jf 0 1 (£>). Here ay is bounded,
^- ^
,
n
for some constant v>0 and ^eL (D). It is known that this form satisfies the condition (£. a) even with the equality Q (v, v) = & (u, v) .

Moreover property (S. b) for a sufficiently large /10 (which depends only
on v and ||6*||n)
£i0

an

d for — ]> — > — — — follows from the coercivity of
2 pQ 2
n
on H$(U) and the Sobolev inequality. 2)
We show in the next section that Stampacchia's method of the proof

still works in our general situation of Theorem 1. In Section 3, Theorem
1 and its Corollary are applied to several kinds of Dirichlet forms includ1}

More explicitly we may take
when Ao = 0 and w(X)<oo.

2)

See footnotes 5).
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In particular we are concerned with

a form of non-local character
(6)

6(a, v)={

f («(x) -u(y)) (v(*) -v(y^k(x, dy) dx

JRn

jRn

such that k(x, dy) dominates the Levy measure of the symmetric stable
process with index
f

JE

for every Borel set E and a.e. x^Rn, f being a positve constant.

By

making use of a Sobolev type inequality in N. Aronszajn and K. T. Smith
[1], we can see that (<?. b) is valid for A0 = l and — > — > — — 2

pQ

2

2n

.

It has been known ([2] and [3]) that, given a regular Dirichlet
form S9 there exists uniquely up to a certain equivalence a Hunt process
M whose resolvent R^f

solves the equation (1). An immediate con-

sequence of our estimate (4) is the absolute continuity of the resolvent
kernel R^ of the process M.

Further probabilistic consequences of (4)

are stated in the last section.

We note here that the estimate like (4)

also plays important roles in the study of the stochastic differential equations and stochastic controls ([4]).
§ 28 Proof of Theorem 1
1°).

Given /<E L2 H Lp with p^>2, consider a solution u = GQf of equation

(1) with A = 0. Put v=(u-K)
£fy,v)<>(f*v)

by (8. a).

+

for a fixed &>0, then v^3)\e~\ and

(<?. b) and the Holder inequality then yield

llfll^cc^^+c^CmCACi))]1-1^^!!!.

(8)

where A (k) ={jc^X; u (x) >k} .
Take kQ= (2C2 0 ) Po/2p °" 4 l|^|| 2j then tbe second term of the right hand
side of (8) is not greater than — IMIL ^or
2

2

<^k0- lu\\2 =(2CZ0)-

po/p

2

°-

— IMIpoSjCf/, ^), k^>kQ.

k^k0, because

in case that /10>0.

Hence we get from (8)

Applying the Schwarz inequality to the right

hand side and then the Holder inequality to each factor, we arrive at
1

/p-Vp. ,

k>ko

.
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It is easy to derive from this for h^>k^>kQ

m

(9)
2°).

From the inequality (9) and Lemma 4. 1 of G. Stampacchia [7],

we are led to the conclusion that, for m-a.e. xEi.X, u(x) is dominated
by the right hand side of (3) with C2 = (2C/10) Po/2p°-4.

In case that

Ao = 0 and w(-X")=oo ? we may take &o— II^IU and hence C2^=1 instead of
kQ = Cz = 0.

Applying the same argument as above to — u and —f, we

can see that —u(x)

is also dominated by the same bound m-a.e.

The

proof of Theorem 1 is completed.

§ 3.
Following
form S on L

2

Application to Dirichlet Forms

H. Kunita [5], we consider in this section a bilinear
such that, for some jU0^>0, S^

is non-negative definite,

continuous and closed (see Conditions (B. 1)^(B. 3) of [5]). Then
there exists uniquely a semigroup {Tt, t^>0} of operators Tt on L2 with
II^IUSS^ 0 * whose generator A satisfies 6 (u, v) = ( — Ate, v) , u^3)(A),
v^3)\_G~\.

The Laplace transform jR;/ of Ttf, /eL2, is the unique

solution of (1) for A>/^ 0 Each Tt is subMarkov

(namely, O^T,/<;i whenever 0</^1, /

2

e L ) if and only if S fulfills the additional condition (S. a) which
is also equivalent to the following [5]:
(<?.aO

If we.0[£], then v=(0\/u) Ale

S){£~} and 6(v, v)<^S(v, 11) .

We call S a Dirichlet form if it satisfies the condition (S. a) .
An example of a Dirichlet form for which //0 is not necessarily zero
is the form (5). As was mentioned in Section 1, the form (5) satisfies
condition (£. a) as well as (8. b) (with A02SA)) • By Corollary to Theorem 1 we have for }C>jU.Q and p^> — \/2,
£

(10)

II^/IU^QII/II,, /eL"

Q depending only on y, ||^[|n, ^ and L

The inequality (10) holds even

when 0</l<^o because J^A is still bounded on L2 ([6; Lemma 2. 1]), but
it is not clear how the bound is estimated a priori.
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We call a Dirichlet form £ on L2 symmetric if jU0 = Q and £(u9v)
A bilinear form £ on L2 is a symmetric Diri-

= £(v9ii) U9v€=:3)\_£~\.

chlet form if and only if £ is non-negative definite, symmetric, closed
and satisfies the condition
(£.a")

u^<D\£~\ implies u = ( O V u ) / \ l ^ 2 ) [ < ? ] and £(v,v)<*£(u,u}.

Symmetric Dirichlet forms 011 L2 are in one-to-one correspondence with
semigroups

{Tt9 £^>0}

operators on L

2

of strongly

continuous

symmetric

subMarkov

by the formula
; lim—(u-

(11)
= lim — ( j t ~ f .

Here we give two examples of symmetric Dirichlet forms.
be Radon measures on Rn such that

Let Vij9 l^z, j^n,
n

where f is some positive constant and | E\ is the Lebesgue measure of E.
For a fixed open set DdRn we put

(13)

,v)=±

f

*,/ = l J l >

We assume that £ is closable on L2(D).

Then its smallest closed exten-

2

sion £ is a Dirichlet form on L (D) ([3]).

Furthermore we see from

that £)[£-] <^.H,l(D} and r S f f—V^^ <?(«,«), «e
*=i J^ \9x t -/
Hence £ satisfies, in view of the Sobolev inequality,8) the condition (£. b)
(12)

with — > — > — — — .
2 p0
2
n

By Corollary to Theorem

1, the associated re-

solvent satisfies (4) for any A>0 and p^> — V2, with Q and C2 depend£j

ing

only on 7% /> and L

See [3] for examples of v# which are not

necessarily absolutely continuous with respect to the Lebesgue measure.
Next let k(x,E)

be a kernel onRnx£3(Rn).

We assume the con-

dition (7) as well as the symmetry and finiteness assumptions:
See footnotes 5).
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JRn JRn

(14)

u(x)v(y)k(x9dy)dx
«,w sC, +

= f f v(x)u(y)k(x,dy)dx,
Js» Jfi»

where 5 is the form on L2(Rn) defined by (6) with
^[<f] = )«eZ, f (^»); f
I

jRn

f («(a:)-«(y))'A(
jRn

It is easy to see that £ is then a symmetric Dirichlet form on L2(Rn}.
Denote by <? (a) the symmetric Dirichlet form associated with the
convolution semigroup Ttu = vt*u with vt (f ) = exp ( — 1\ $ \ a) .
mula (11), we have

By the for-

4)

(is) £<">(«,«) = JB»
f \&(&\*\e\*ds
l
= B(a,n) f f (u(x)-u(y)rTdxdy ,
JR* JR*
\x — y\n+a

where B(a,n) is some universal constant ([!]).
those u^Lz(Rn)

3)[£{c*~\ consists of

for which the integral in (15) converges.

Therefore

condition (7) leads us to
(16)

^[£]c<2)[£^],

S™(u,u)<B(a>n)£(u,u)

r

u^S)\_&~\.

Note that the space S)\_£^~] and the norm V<?i(a) (u, u) on it coincide respectively with Pa/2 and \u\a/2 of N. Aronszajn and K. T. Smith [1].
§ 10 of [1] contains a neat proof of the inequality
)

2

PQ

2

Zn

where M is a positive constant and |||«||]«/2 is a certain norm equivalent
to \u\a/2®

Combining this with (16), we get the conclusion stated at

*) $t (|) = f

JR*

c"' xu (x) dx whereas we put u (f) = (2n) ~ n / 2 f

JRn

ets' xu (x) dx. Perseval's f or-

mula is then in force and (7\«, M)= f &(£)|£(£)|V£.
5)

>l!«i!iI/2=(

J Rn

(l + |^| 2 ) a/2 lM(f)| 2 ^. The inequality of Aronszajn-Smith remains valid

for a=2 in which case the above norm reduces to the norm of the space
The inequality also holds for —= -7T~~7>— provided ?C
po

£

£n
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the end of Section 1. By Corollary to Theorem 1, (4) now holds for
and p^> — V2 with C2 and C2 depending only on a, 7, p and L

§ 4.

Probabilistic Consequences

Let X be a locally compact separable Hausdorff space and m be
an everywhere dense positive Radon measure on X. If a symmetric Dirichlet form £ on L?(X:m) is regular ([3]), then there exists an msymmetric standard Markov process M on X whose transition function
defines the semigroup 011 Z/2 associated with £ by the formula (8). M is
unique up to an equivalence relative to exceptional sets of zero capacity
[3]. Here the capacity of a set is evaluated in terms of £lt We denote
by P(l, x-> E) and Rji(x, E) the transition function and the resolvent kernel
of M respectively.
Theorem 20

Suppose a symmetric Dirichlet form 3 on LZ(X\

in) is regular and satisfies the condition (£. b), then the associated
standard process M possesses the folio-wing properties',
a Borel set N of zero capacity such that X—N
(i)

there exists

is M-invariant and

R*(x, •) is absolutely continuous with respect to m for each

A>0 and xE^X-N,
(ii)

P(t,x, •) is absolutely continuous with respect to m for

each

£>0 and x^X—N,
(iii)

a set BdX—N

is of zero capacity if and only if B is polar,

that is, almost all sample paths starting at x^X—N

do not hit B

at positive time.

In fact the assertion (i) follows from the inequality (4) and the
quasi-continuity of jR;/\ /*€= Z/2 Pi C0+. Properties (i), (ii) and (iii) are
equivalent ([3]). If we replace the notion of capacity by the fine capacity, Theorem 2 remains true for any m-symmetric standard process whose
Dirichlet form satisfies (£. b) (without regularity assumption on c?)
([3]). Theorem 2 can be extended to the non-symmetric Dirichlet form
in view of the work of Carrillo Menendez [2].
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